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Lesson (1) chromosomal theory 

1-Chromosomes locate inside the cell nucleus  consist of two chromatids each chromatid consists of DNA 

molecules and protein each DNA molecules consist of nucleotides each nucleotide consists of genes which carry 

all your genetic traits 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2-The number of chromosomes is fixed in the same kind of living organism but different among different living 

organisms  

Example: number of chromosomes in human (46 in somatic cell) and (23 in sex cell) 

                Number of chromosomes in dogs (78 in somatic cell) and (39 in sex cell) 

3- You can observe chromosomes clearly under microscope during metaphase in cell division  

As the chromosomes arranged along the cell equator.  

 

 

So they are two types of cells: 

1- somatic cells in human 

 They contain pairs of chromosomes one from father and the other from mother)(diploid)= 46 chromosomes 

Ex: skin – muscles – white blood cells – bones…….. 



2- sex cells  (gametes) 

(contain half number of chromosomes (haploid ) =23 chromosomes 

which produce by meiosis division of gonad cells : 

gonad cells are ( 2 testis in male which  produce the gamete( sperms) 

and 2 ovaries in female produce (ova) 

 

 

 

 

 

Types of chromosomes   

1- autosomes chromosomes   

start from pair(homologous chromosomes) number 1 to pair (homologous chromosomes) number 22 in male 

and female 

2- sex chromosomes   

They are   chromosomes number 23 

 (X) long chromosomes ------ 

(y) short chromosomes  

In male they are heterozygous (different )   (XY) 

In female they are homozygous (similar) (XX) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a-In this figure represents somatic cell in human because the number of chromosomes =46 or (23 pairs ) 

 and they arranged in homologous pairs  

b-from pair no (1) to pair no(22) is autosomes chromosomes  

but pair no(23) is sex chromosomes which indicate the sex of human if it male or female 

c-if the sex chromosomes is (XX) so it is a female , if sex chromosomes is(XY) it is  a male 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-  This figure represents a sex cell (sperm or ova) because the chromosomes arranged in single form and their 

number = 23  

b- from chromosomes number (1) to no (22) are autosomes chromosomes 

but chromosomes number (23) is sex chromosomes  (X or Y) 

 

 

 

 



 

Lesson two Mendel’s laws  

Inheritance of genetic traits (complete dominance) 

1- each genetic trait controlled by two genes (one from father and the other from mother) 

That they transfer from parents to off spring through gametes  

2- one gene is dominant  which written by capital letter 

and the other is recessive which is written by small letter 

   (dominant trait over the recessive one)  

EX: 1-the brown eye color over the green one 

       2-The curly hair over the straight one……….. 

3- if the two genes are different (so the traits is hybrid)  for example (Rr) 

If the two genes are similar (so the traits is pure ) for example(rr) or (RR) 

4- if the gene of the trait has different forms we can say that this is (allomorphic) 

Ex: the gene of eye color has different alleles ( brown – grey – blue,,,,,,,,) 

5- In Mendel experiments  on pea plants  

The dominant traits appear by 100% in first generation  

The recessive traits appear by 25% in second generation  

  

 

Phenotype ---means the traits as you see it like ( the color of pea plant flower red or white) 

So the color red and white called phenotype 

Genotype-----means the genes of this traits 

For example; red flower has genotype (RR) pure, or   (Rr) hybrid 

                         White flower has genotype (rr)pure 

You cant know the genotype of dominant traits exactly because it may be hybrid or pure 

But you can know the genotype of recessive traits  because it is always pure 

 

Very important note 



 

 

 

 

 

 


